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Introduction: It has long been argued that educational theories or any theory has 
limited influence on the 'practical' situations. However, educational theories could 
potentially play a significant role in 'practice'. In a leadership role, teachers are 
expected to evaluate courses, programs and design proposals. Thus teachers in every 
capacity are required to understand educational psychology and its applications. 

Methodology: Six selected articles based on educational theories and their relation to 
practice in learning and clinical framework were used. The characteristics of papers 
were analyzed and a mind-map was constructed. Application of theories with 
examples from medical education were designed. Finally a reflection on the whole 
process was presented.

Results: Author details, publication dates, study types, key findings, application in 
medical education with examples from medical education and limitations of all six 
papers were profiled. The mind map revealed that behaviorist, cognitive, 
constructivist and social constructivist models were mostly used. The relationship 
of educational theories demonstrated among others many themes including 
learning climate, planning of curricula, internal motivation, self-efficacy, self-
directed learning, reflective practice, instructional design, cognitive load and 
memory. Finally, a reflection of the whole process is presented.

Conclusion: The learning and teaching strategies, curriculum design and 
assessment technique should be in light of educational theories for better 
application in medical education.

This article may be cited as: Ali A, Mehboob U, Habib SH, Ahmad M. Putting learning theories into practice: 
Critical appraisal of the selected articles. Adv Basic Med Sci. 2018;2(1): 8-13.
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It has long been argued that educational theories or 

any theory has limited influence on the 'practical' 

situations. However, educational theories could 

potentially play a significant role in 'practice'. 

Learning is a systematic process and teachers should 

understand how learning happens in a 'learning 

environment'. A teacher acquire essential skills and 

knowledge that is necessary to effectively teach, 

become a good facilitator and grade student 

performance. In a leadership role, teachers are 

expected to evaluate courses, programs and design 

proposals. Thus teachers in every capacity are 

required to understand educational psychology and 

its applications.

Six selected articles based on educational theories 

and their relation to practice in learning and clinical 

framework were used. The characteristics of papers 

were analyzed. Moreover, a mind-map was 

constructed to see the relationship of theories, 

themes and application in medical education. 

Application of theories with examples from medical 

education were designed. Finally a reflection on the 

whole process was presented.

Following is a description of the characteristics of the 

selected six articles (Table 1). These characteristics 

include author details, publication dates, study 

types, key findings, application in medical education 

and limitations
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Table 1: Study characteristics of selected articles
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Figure 1: Concept Map based on selected six articles
Common themes based on the above 6-Articles

· Behaviourist-Model
· Cognitive-Model
· Constructivist-Model
· Social Constructivist- Model
· Learning Climate and Stimulus
· Planning of Methods and Curricula
· Internal Motivation
· Learning Objectives
· Resource Identification
· Supporting Learners
· Self-Efficacy
· Self-Directed Learning
· Constructivism
· Reflective Practice
· Instructional Design
· Expert Educators
· Interaction with environment
· Reaction to the environment
· Individual Construction
· Goal-Oriented
· Temporal Decay
· Capacity Limit
· Cognitive Load
· Working Memory
· Long Term Memory
· Sensory Memory
· Short Term Memory
· Cognitive Load (Intrinsic, Extraneous and  

Germane)
· Active Learner
· Encoding and Retrieval

· Retention and Reproduction
· Social Context
· Collective Learning
· Experiential Learning
· Naïve Versus Experience Learner
· Educator
· Reflection
· Personal Development
· Professional Development
· Element interactivity

Writing the current project was an exciting 

experience. It basically included the critical appraisal 

of six articles on educational psychology in light of 

application of educational theories in medical 

education. It also included making mind-maps and 

enlisting of common themes. Well, initially, I thought 

this will be a huge task as it has three pieces of work. I 

started with selecting six articles for critical 

appraisal. I think it was a very effective way of 

learning as when you are supposed to do critical 

appraisal you have to really dig deep into the article. 

Picking key findings of a paper with a significant 

amount of text was challenging but I decided to pick 

and write in my own words the most important 

findings. We were also supposed to write the 

implications of theories discussed in articles for 

DISCUSSION
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medical education. Though a significant challenge but 

I believe this was a very important learning exercise 

as all of us are in teaching positions and introducing us 

to educational theories and then applying them to 

medical education was the most effective learning 

experience. While I was reading my selected articles 

and then writing the key findings; my impression was 

that it will be quite difficult to translate these 

theories to medical education. It was hard to make 

practical examples from educational theories. 

However, when I started thinking about examples it 

was a valuable experience. During making of 

examples and their potential application in medical 

education, I realised that the theories play a 

significant role in the way things happen in a learning 

environment. 
The example that I devised and enjoyed most was “A 

3-hour lab session on cranial nerve anatomy”. It was 

amazing to note that how a learning session can be 

made more effective through application of learning 

theories. 
I think I will continue with the same practice in my 

career and I will try and devise my learning and 

teaching strategies through educational theories 

application.

The learning and teaching strategies, curriculum 

design and assessment technique should be in light of 

educational theories for better application in medical 

education.
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